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ABSTRACT  
     In isotope ratio mass spectrometry (IRMS), any sample (S) measurement is performed as a 
relative-difference (S/Wδi) from a working-lab-reference (W), but the result is evaluated relative 
to a recommended-standard (D): S/Dδi. It is thus assumed that different source specific results 
(S1/Dδi, S2/Dδi …) would represent their sources (S1, S2 …), and be accurately intercomparable. 
However, the assumption has never been checked. In this manuscript we carry out this task by 
considering a system as -IRMS. As “S/Wδi → S/Dδi” conversion is a post-measurement-
theoretical task, we here examine the designs of typical δ-scale-conversion processes, and clarify 
how accuracy of S/Dδi can be ascertained on measured-data (S/Wδi …). We present a model for a 
priori predicting output-uncertainty leading to the selection of a proper evaluation-method.  
     Our study shows that scale-conversion, even with the aid of auxiliary-reference-standard(s) 
Ai(s), cannot make “S/Dδi” free from W used for measurements; and the “S/Wδi  S/Dδi” 
conversion-formula normally used in the literature is invalid. Besides, the latter-relation has been 
worked out, which leads to e.g., fJ([S/W  ± p%],[A1/W  ± p%],[A2/W  ± p%]) = (S/D  
± 4.5p%); whereas FJ([S/W  ± p%],[A1/W  ± p%]) = (S/D  ± 1.2p%). That is, contrary to 
the general belief (Nature 1978, 271, 534; Anal. Chem. 2006, 78, 2439; RCM. 2007, 21, 3006), 
the scale-conversion by employing one than two Ai-standards should ensure “S/Dδi” to be more 
accurate. However, a more valuable finding is that the transformation of any δ-estimate into its 
absolute value helps improve accuracy (viz.: [S/D  ± 1.2p%] → [S  ± 0.014p%]), or any 
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reverse-process enhances uncertainty (e.g.: [SE13/12 ± 0.015p%] → [S/Dδ13/12 ± 1.3p%]). Thus, 
equally accurate though the absolute-estimates of isotopic-CO2 and constituent-elemental-
isotopic abundance-ratios ({S } and {SEd}, respectively) could be, in contradistinction any 
differential-estimate “S/D ”or “S/Dδd” is shown to be less accurate. Further, for S and D to be 
similar, any absolute estimate is shown to turn out nearly absolute accurate but any “S/Dδ” value 
as really absurd. That is, estimated source specific absolute (e.g.: S1Ed, S2Ed …) values, rather 
than corresponding differential results (S1/Dδd, S2/Dδd …), should really represent their sources 
(S1, S2 …), and/ or be closely intercomparable.    
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
     The natural isotopic abundance variations of lighter elements (which offer clues towards 
developing the fields as environmental, biochemical and earth sciences) are generally measured 
by the isotope ratio mass spectrometry (IRMS). The sensitivity and speed of such measurements 
involving complex matrices are revolutionized by the continuous-flow-IRMS.[1] Yet a measured 
data could be at an error, i.e. a measurement-error might get reflected as a source-variation or the 
vice-versa. Thus, for ensuring a variation-assessment to be authentic, any IRMS measurement is 
accomplished as a ratio of similarly measured values of abundance-ratios (viz. SRi and WRi, of 
an isotopic pair “i” in a sample-of-interest S and a working-lab-reference W, respectively), and 
the result is expressed as a relative difference S/Wδi (i.e. generally as: S/Wδi = ([SRi / WRi] − 1)). 
However, if only W is varied from lab to lab, the corresponding results cannot be inter-
compared. This demands that a result should be reported with reference to (instead of W) a 
recommended standard (say, D).[2,3] That is the scale-conversion: S/Wδi → S/Dδi (where: S/Dδi = 
([SRi / DRi,] − 1)) is an integral part of what is called as the IRMS. However, the involving of a 
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computational-step in any measurement may turn out to mean the incorporation of an extraneous 
error source/ sink in the process.[4-6] We have, that is why, decided here to examine whether 
really the scale-conversion helps in enhancing accuracy and/ or comparability in results. 
     Further, the monitor isotopic species for measurements, and the isotopic species to actually be 
measured, may not be the same. For example, the isotopic analysis of carbon and/ or oxygen is 
used to be carried out indirectly as (the correspondingly generated) isotopic  ions.[7] Thus, 
before the shaping of a desired result as "S/Dδd”, measured data on isotopic  ions (S/W (s)) 
are to be transformed (via scale-conversion: S/W (s) → S/D (s), and evaluation of absolute 
abundance-ratio(s) S (s)) into the constituent elemental isotopic abundance-ratio(s) SEd(s). 
Yet, the task: S/W → S/D → S → SEd → S/Dδd is a theoretical one, i.e. S/Dδd should not 
vary for how exactly it is arrived at. However, the basic -IRMS evaluation: S → SEd 
involves certain assumption.[7-14] Perhaps, that is why, -IRMS results are reported along with 
evaluation-parameters but, generally, without indicating the possible (i.e. measurement and 
assumption inflicted) variations. Moreover, it is often argued in the literature that scale 
conversion by employing two or more auxiliary-reference-standards (Ai, i = 1, 2 …) “S/Wδi 
 S/Dδi” should ensure the result(s) to be accurate.[3,9,15,16,17] However, we feel it interesting 
to enquire why the involving of two additional measured data: (S/Wδi,A1/Wδi, A2/Wδi) → S/Dδi, 
should cause the S/Dδi-value to be more accurate than that evaluated by employing one or no Ai.  
This work is therefore devoted towards examining the prevailing ideas in IRMS, and to offer a 
means for assessing possible variations in even stage specific -IRMS results, leading to the 
choice of a proper scale-conversion-method and/ or a design of evaluation (viz. whether “S/Dδd”, 
or its absolute “SEd”, value should be the authentic tool for variation [based] studies).     
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     Generally, evaluation means the use of relevant relationship(s) between measured 
(independent) and desired (dependent) variable(s) as S/W (s) and S/Dδd(s), respectively. 
Therefore, the foremost task below should be a consideration on the formulae involved in -
IRMS. Then, we discuss certain typical evaluation-methods, and compare their features. 
However, the method of evaluation could be varied provided there is room for modifying 
“S/Dδd(s) vs S/W (s)” relationship(s). We thus also hint at the derivation of different method-
governing relationships. Further, an output-estimate as S/Dδd cannot be method-specific unless 
the achievable output-accuracy is controlled by the input-output relation(s) yielding S/Dδd.[4-6] 
Relevant evaluation methods are therefore studied below in terms of their behaviors.     
     It should however be noted that, for easy-distinguishing between input (i.e. measured) and 
output δ-variables, we will now re-denote “S/W ” as Xi, and “S/Dδd” as Yd; and refer to any 
output variable by “Y”. That is the cascade of computational processes (COCP): S/W  → 
S/D → S → SEd → S/Dδd, will be denoted as: Xi → IYd → IIYd → IIIYd → Yd. Further, 
output-error will be differentiated from measurement-error (∆i) as “Ðd” (see Appendix A). We 
will also simplify the sample (S) related notation “S ” as “Ri”, and “SEd” as “Ed”.          
2. PRELIMINARIES  
2.1 Uncertainty (accuracy)     
     Generally any measurement to be carried out is planned for, rather, eliminating error-sources. 
However, small systematic error-sources may not get even identified, and accidental errors can 
in no way be written off. Thus, ascertainment of true error (viz. ∆i, in any estimate, xi, of 
unknown Xi) is impossible. However, if the possible variation in xi, i.e. clearly the maximum 
value (MV) of error ∆i, should not be known (indicated: Xi = [xi ± Max∆i]), then there will 
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always be a doubt[18] as to whether “xi” could [here, for the requirement as variation studies] be 
considered to represent “Xi”. The MV of error (to be expected in an estimate xi, and which 
should be established a priori in the process of choosing experimental methodology and by the 
help of relevant standards) is referred to as uncertainty [inaccuracy] or accuracy: ui.[6]  
     Further, the extent of an error is signified only by its relative value.[19] So, we define: ∆i =  
= ; and: Ðd =  = . Thus, by the measurement-uncertainty ui, we mean: ui = 
Max∆i. Similarly, output-uncertainty (εd) should equal to “MaxÐd”. In any case, ui(s) should 
be established beforehand. Again, the relationship(s) of desired Yd(s) with measured Xi(s) should 
be known. Therefore, uncertainty εd (for a result yd to be obtained by a specified evaluation 
method) can be predicted,[6] i.e. an appropriate method of evaluation can be selected, a priori.  
2.2 Basic relationships: (elemental vs molecular) isotopic abundance ratios  
     The relation of any measured (isotopic CO2 abundance-ratio) Ri with the desired (one or more 
of the constituent 13C/12C, 17O/16O and 18O/16O abundance ratios) E1, E2 and E3 (respectively), 
should be dictated, it may be pointed out, by the formula ‘COO’ itself:[20] 
 Ri = fi({Ed}), d = 1, 2, 3         (1) 
     However, it can even theoretically[21] be seen that the  mass spectrum, for a limited (i.e. 
instrumentally achievable) resolution, consists of as many as six isotopic peaks (m/z 44-49). That 
is there should be five basic Ri-equations. However, all isobaric  species [of a specified m/z] 
can also be theoretically identified.[21] That is, any Ri-formula (Eq. 1) can easily be derived, and/ 
or is well defined,[20,22] e.g.: R45/44 = (E1 + 2E2); R46/44 = (E2 × (2E1 + E2) + 2E3); etc. 
2.3 Natural isotopic CO2 abundance pattern and ratio (Ri) measurement 
     It may also be theoretically visualized that the isotopic-  abundance, for natural and/ or 
near-natural isotopic-abundances of the constituents (C and O), is accounted by [instead of six] 
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practically three peaks (m/z 44-46).[21] That is, accurate ratio (Ri) measurement should generally 
be possible for [instead of all five] two independent pairs only (viz.: i = J and K, with either [J = 
45/44 and K = 46/44] or [J = 45/44 and K = 46/45] or [J = 46/44 and K = 46/45]). 
2.4 Basic evaluation process: Ri(s) → Ed(s), and sources of bias (if any) 
     Let us consider the evaluation of e.g. 13C/12C abundance ratio (E1) from an estimate (r45/44) of 
“R45/44”. The evaluation: E1 = (r45/44 − 2E2), requires E2 (true 17O/16O abundance ratio) to be 
known. However (for an unknown sample), E2 cannot be known in advance. Therefore, the best 
means [for determining even single Ed] should be to evaluate all three ratios (E1, E2 and E3) as 
the solutions of a set of equations: fi({Ed}) = Ri (with: i, d = 1, 2 and 3). Clearly, this process will 
require Ri-measurements for three different isotopic-CO2 pairs (say: i = J, K, and L), but which 
also, as indicated above, cannot really be met. Thus the flawless ( -IRMS) evaluation has had 
ever been difficult, and starting with Craig,[7] the problem is used to be resolved by employing 
(in place of the 3rd, i.e. RL equation) an ad hoc relationship as Eq. 4 below: 
  fJ(E1, E2, E3) = RJ        (2) 
  fK(E1, E2, E3) = RK        (3) 
 E2 = [DE2 / (DE3)β] (E3)β       (4) 
where DE2 and DE3, and β are known constants.  
     (Clearly, by the projected principle) no additional unknown is involved in Eq. 4, and is why it 
is possible to solve (the set of) Eqs. 2-4 for {Ed}, d = 1, 2 and 3.    
2.4.1 Can “β” really be a constant?  
     DE1 (not involved above), DE2 and DE3 (cf. Eq. 4) represent 13C/12C, 17O/16O and 18O/16O 
abundance ratios, respectively, in the (recommended) standard CO2 gas D, and thus cannot be 
varied between labs. Therefore, for handling a given homogeneous sample material S (i.e. for 
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unknown but fixed values of E1, E2 and E3), “β” should also, irrespective of lab, be fixed (cf. 
Eq. 4). Unfortunately, “E2 and E3” (i.e. their true values), and hence true “β”, can never be 
known. Thus Eq. 4, although helps solve a genuine problem, is a source of bias in analysis. 
Moreover, a given β cannot be appropriate for all natural samples (which may differ from one 
another by source, i.e. by isotopic abundances). Besides, different researchers had recommended 
different values for “β” (e.g. 0.5,[7-10] 0.516,[11] 0.528,[12] etc.).  
     However, as already shown elsewhere,[22] the process of evaluation itself could be the best 
guide in setting β (and/ or Eq. 4), i.e. in arriving at (corresponding to any [given/ measured] 
estimates of RJ and RK) the best representative estimates of E1, E2 and E3. In other words, a 
possible means for avoiding β-specific biases in results is also known. Yet, β-value is usually 
chosen beforehand. Therefore, we will show below how the variations in results, due to any 
possible error in even the chosen “β”, could be ascertained. 
2.5 The -IRMS-evaluation scheme  
     As clarified by Eqs 2-4, the measurement should aim at estimating RJ and RK. However the 
IRMS variable is, as mentioned above, Xi (where: Xi = ([Ri/WRi] – 1), i = J or K).[8,9,15] Further, 
the desired variable is: Yd (with: Yd = ([Ed/DEd] – 1), d = 1, or 2, or 3). Thus the different 
evaluation stages (COCP: Xi(s) → → → → Yd(s)) involved in -IRMS are as follows: 
     1st Stage (Xi → IYd; with: IYd = ([Ri/DRi] – 1), i = d = J, K):  Any measured difference (xi) is 
required, i.e. by the principle called as IRMS, to be translated into the estimated difference (Iyd) 
from the standard D. However, ratios of isotopic-abundances can never be zero (Ri ≠ 0; DRi ≠ 0 
and WRi ≠ 0). Thus “IYd” can be expressed (and hence its value could be computed from xi) as:  
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where DRi is the ith isotopic CO2 abundance ration in the gas D, and: W/DCi = ([WRi/DRi] – 1).  
     Clearly, W/DCi should be known. That is the working reference W must be calibrated against 
the reference standard D. However, this task could be avoided by making use of data (measured 
under identical possible experimental conditions as those employed for the sample S) on one or 
more calibrated auxiliary reference standards (A1, A2, etc).[8,9,15] In other words, Eq. 5 could 
also be replaced by a similar one which involves auxiliary measured variables as Z1i (where: Z1i 
= ([A1Ri/WRi] – 1)); Z2i (with: Z2i = ([A2Ri/WRi] – 1); etc.  However, for clarity, the details are 
returned to below. 
     2nd Stage (IYd → IIYd): As the required data (cf. Eq. 2/ 3) is “Ri”, the δ-estimate (Iyd) should 
be translated into its absolute value (ri). Besides: IYd = ([Ri/DRi] – 1), and DRi is known, i.e. the 
retracing of Ri is a simple task: Ri = DRi × (IYd + 1). However, as the present tasks are required 
for simply translating the measured data “xi” into the desired data “ri”, we refer to the 1st and 2nd 
stages as the data-shaping method, and re-denote the 2nd stage [output] variable “Ri” as “IIYd”:    
IIYd = IIfd(IYd) = DRi × (IYd + 1),     d = i = J, K     (6) 
     Further, “Xi  IYd → IIYd” (i.e. the data-shaping by employing only one auxiliary reference 
standard A1) may be referred to as the standardization, and “Xi  IYd → IIYd” (i.e. that 
which makes use of two auxiliary standards A1 and A2) as the normalization.[9]  
     3rd Stage ({IIYd} → {IIIYd}): Eqs. 2 and 3 are substituted for Ri by its estimate IIyd (i = d = J 
and K), and then solved for the estimates of elemental isotopic abundance ratios ({Ed}, d = 1-3) 
with the help of Eq. 4. Thus, Eqs 2-4 may (in terms of desired solutions) be rewritten as: 
     Ed = IIIgd({Ri}) = IIIgd({IIYi}), (d = 1, 2, 3), and (i = J, K, L, with: IIYL = RL = β)  
     However, as Ed is the 3rd stage (output) variable, it is re-denoted as IIIYd: 
      IIIYd = IIIgd({Ri}) = IIIgd({IIYi}), (d = 1, 2, 3), and (i = J, K, L, with: IIYL = RL = β)    (7)    
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     4th Stage (IIIYd → Yd, shaping of a desired result): The absolute estimate IIIyd is, for reporting, 
expressed as the relative difference (yd) from its recommended reference value DEd: 
Yd = IVfd(IIIYd) = ([
IIIYd / DEi] – 1),    d = i = 1, 2, 3     (8) 
2.5.1 Implications  
     It can even independently (i.e. by treating a specific standard as the sample S, and another as 
the gas W) be verified that: Ri ≡ IIYd (i = d = J, K; cf. Eqs. 2-3 and Eqs. 6-7), and: Ed ≡ IIIYd (cf. 
Eqs. 2-4 and Eqs. 7-8). That is, although the required sample data are designed to be shaped 
through processes as Eqs. 5-6, and the results as Eq. 8, the evaluation is really represented by a 
set of simultaneous equations as nos. 2-4 (or, in terms of desired solutions, by no. 7).  
     However the important point is that, by a measured estimate xi, it should be meant: xi = (Xi + 
Error) = (Xi + ∆i), rather: xi = (Xi ± uncertainty) = (Xi ± ui). Therefore, a desired result yd 
(which is obtained by the processes as Eqs. 5-8) would at best imply that: yd = (Yd + Ðd), and/ or: 
yd = (Yd ± εd); where Ðd stands for true-error and εd for uncertainty in yd. 
     Further, the evaluation of {yd} means the incorporation of desired systematic changes (i.e. 
those based on the given relationships of {Yd} with {Xi}, viz. Eqs. 5-8) in {xi}. Thus, result-
specific true-errors {Ðd} and uncertainties {εd} will also represent desired [e.g. Eqs. 5-8 dictated] 
variations in {∆i} and {ui}, respectively;[4-6] and it is, therefore, intended to find out below 
whether εd equals to ui. In other words, the question raised is: what is the purpose that the 
processes like Eqs. 5-6 and Eq. 8 are designed to serve? Moreover, say that a lab [source] 
specific data-set ({xi}LAB.1) differs from another data-set ({xi}LAB.2) by 0.01%. Then should, at 
least for employing a given algorithm (as Eqs. 5-8), the variation between lab-results ({yd}LAB.1 
and {yd}LAB.2) be 0.01%? Alternatively, can we a priori predict the measurement-accuracy ui to 
be required for limiting the variations of “{yd}LAB.1” from “{yd}LAB.2” by 0.01%?  
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2.5.2 Predictive means: parameter(s) characterizing a “Yd vs Xi(s)” relationship 
     By given a relationship: Yd = fd({Xi}), i = 1, 2, … N; it is meant that the relative rates ({ }) 
of variation of Yd as a function of {Xi} are also given:[6,20,22] 
  ,     i = J, K … N (for a given d)   (9)  
     Thus, how really the output uncertainty (εd) is governed is also clarified:[6,22,23] 
 εd =  = ( ) 
Gu = [UF]d  Gu     (10) 
where Gu is a given ui-value (viz. which could be preset to be achieved before developing the 
required measurement-technique(s), i.e. before establishing actual methods- and/ or {Xi}-specific 
{ui}), so that: Fi = (ui / Gu); and the ratio “εd / Gu” is called as the uncertainty factor ([UF]d):[23] 
[UF]d = (εd / Gu) =        (11) 
     If: u1 = u2 …= uN (= Gu), i.e. if: Fi = 1 (i = 1, 2, … N), then: [UF]d = . However, 
the measurement-uncertainty ui might vary as a function of Xi. In that case, the factor “Fi” can 
help to a priori assess “[UF]d”, and hence to properly design all required experiments.  
     The desired result, yd, is obtained by the COCP as Eqs. 5-8. Therefore the requirement for 
“yd” to be equally accurate as the measured data “xi” is, as indicated by Eq. 10/ 11, that (for the 
COCP as a whole) “[UF]d = 1”, i.e. the COCP should leave no signature of its involvement. If, 
however, “[UF]d” should be <1, then different lab-results (ydLab1,  ydLab2 …) will be more 
accurate, and more closely intercomparable, than their lab-data (xiLab1,  xiLab2 …).  
3. SCALE-CONVERSION BY USING AN AUXILIARY STANDARD (A1)   
     The definition: IYd = ([Ri/DRi] – 1) may, like Eq. 5, also include an auxiliary standard (A1):  
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where C1i stands for a known isotopic calibration constant (C1i = (A1Ri/DRi) – 1).  
     Again: IIYd = fd(IYd), cf. Eq. 6. Thus, the standardization: (Xi, Z1i) → IYd → IIYd is usually 
carried out stage by stage as Eq. 5a and Eq. 6.[9,15] However, it really represents a single task: 
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     That is the desired results can truly be evaluated by a 3-stage-COCP (as Eqs. 6a, 7 and 8). 
Similarly the results remain unaltered whether all relative differences are expressed in terms of 
either unity as here,[9] or percentage, or per mil[2,3,7,8,15]. Further, if the auxiliary variable is 
defined as: W/A1Z1i = ([WRi/A1Ri] – 1),[8] then the form of Eq. 6a (but not the output variable, IIYd, 
itself) will be different: IIYd = IIfd(Xi,W/A1Z1i) = (DRi × [Xi + 1]×[W/A1Z1i + 1 ] × [C1i + 1]).   
     It should however be noted that we here consider: J = 45/44, and K = 46/44, i.e. the basic set 
of equations (no. 2-4) to be as: 
IIIY1 + 2 IIIY2 = IIYJ = IIY45/44        (2a) 
 IIIY2 (2 IIIY1 + IIIY2) + 2 IIIY3 = IIYK = IIY46/44      (3a) 
IIIY2 = [DE2/(DE3)β] (IIIY3)β        (4a) 
3.1 Comparability: roles of data (Eq. 6a) and result-shaping (Eq. 8) processes   
3.1.1 Experimental viewpoint 
     We consider the case by Verkouteren and Lee,[9] i.e. assume the true Xi and Z1i values to 
equal their respective measured estimates[9] (XJ = xJ = −0.010550, Z1J = z1J = −0.003220, XK = 
xK = −0.011820, and Z1K = z1K = −0.008980) and the constants to also be the reported[9] those 
(C1J = −0.004112, DRJ = 11.99493320x10-3, C1K = −0.018499, DRK = 41.42979699x10-4, DE1 = 
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11.2372x10-3, DE2 = 37.8866601x10-5, DE3 = 20.67160680x10-4, and β = 0.5). We here evaluate 
the desired results by using, instead of Eqs. (5a, 6, 7 and 8),[9] Eqs. (6a, 7 and 8); and present 
them (cf. example no. 00) in Table 1. However, our results are no different from the reported[9] 
estimates (example no. 0). This clarifies that, if the scale conversion method is chosen and if the 
required data are fixed, then the results cannot vary whether a 3- or 4-steps COCP is used.    
3.1.1.1 Input to output variations  
     How the results (for given: a homogeneous material S, achievable measurement-accuracy Gu 
and a data processing method) may vary as a function of measurement-lab and/ or-time is also 
exemplified in Table 1 (cf. nos. 1-5). It may however be pointed out that, for ascertaining the 
extreme variations to be expected in results, all the data (xi and z1i [i = J and K], and even “β”) 
are varied by exactly ±Gu, with e.g. (∆i = Max∆i=) Gu = 1%. That is the variation between 
data (viz.: xJExp.1 and xJExp.2 in Table 1, or) from two different labs, which yield to a required 
accuracy Gu, could be even “2Gu”. Clearly, if the measurement accuracy is varied between labs, 
“2Gu” will equal to “GuLab1 − (−GuLab2)”. In other words, the measurement-comparability, i.e. the 
highest “lab to lab variation (Max∆iLab1 + Max∆iLab2)” to be possible in a data as xi, is: 2Gu 
(= 2%, cf. Table 1). Yet, it may be noted e.g. that: y3Exp.1 differs from y3Exp.2 by <2Gu, but: y1Exp.1 
varies from y1Exp.2 by >2Gu; and/ or y2Exp.3 and y2Exp.4 are as different as ≈4Gu. Thus, as 
graphically indicated in Fig. 1a, achievable comparability-in-lab-results may: (i) differ from 
measurement-comparability and: (ii) even vary as a function of desired output-variable.  
3.1.1.2 Can a δ-estimate be more significant than its absolute value
     We first consider the δ-inputs and corresponding absolute-output of Eq. 6a (Xi  IIYi; i = J 
or K). The net input error (│X∆i│+│Z1∆i│) is [as exemplified, cf. any of nos.: 1-5 in Table 1]: 
2Gu = 2%. Yet, the output-error “IIÐJ” is restricted as ≤0.014%, and “IIÐK” is ≤0.021%; 
?   
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i.e. the conversion of a δ-estimate (xi) into its absolute value (IIyi) is observed to help improve 
accuracy. Moreover, the desired absolute results [i.e. outputs, {IIIyd}, of Eq. 7] have also turned 
out as accurate as the isotopic-CO2 data (IIyJ and IIyK); e.g. error: IIIÐ3 = IIÐK. However 
any δ-result (yd) is rather erroneous, i.e. “absolute to δ” conversion as Eq. 8 [e.g.: IIIy1 → y1] is 
shown to be accompanied by error-enhancement [(IIIÐ1= 0.015%) → (Ð1= 1.3%)]. Thus, 
though IIIy1Exp.1 differs from IIIy1Exp.2 by 0.030%, y1Exp.1 and y1Exp.2 are as different as 2.6%. That 
is, the absolute result IIIyd (rather than its δ-estimate yd) is signified here to better represent the 
source S, and even to more closely compare with other such results (see also Fig. 1a).  
     Let’s now say that the results as example no. 1 in Table 1 stand for an unknown source S1, 
and no. 2 for another source S2. Then the sources S1 and S2 should be [for judging by either the 
(absolute) IIIYd- or the (differential) Yd-values] different: (i) from a source as the recommended 
standard D (which is represented by e.g.: D[IIIY1] ≡ DE1 = 0.0112372, and: D[Y1] = D/Dδ1 = 0.0), 
and: (ii) at least apparently, from one another. Further, let us assume that the absolute results 
(e.g. IIIy1Exp.1 and IIIy1Exp.2, i.e. which differ from one another by 0.03%) signify that both S1 and 
S2 are of similar geochemical origins. Then can we, even in terms of the differential results 
y1Exp.1 and y1Exp.2 [i.e. for tens of fold higher a variation: 2.6%], imply that both S1 and S2 bear 
similar histories? That is, shouldn’t the differential results lead to rather wrong conclusions?   
3.1.2 Are the processes as Eq. 6a and Eq. 8 really opposite in nature?  
3.1.2.1 
IIεd = (X × Xui) + (Z1 × Z1ui) = 
Process-specific uncertainty formulae 
     We may, in terms of estimates, rewrite Eq. 6a as: [IIyd ± IIεd] = IIfd([xi ± Xui],[z1i ± Z1ui]), with 
IIεd as the 1st cumulative (i.e. 2nd stage) uncertainty, and Xui and Z1ui as Xi and Z1i measurement-
uncertainties, respectively. Further, as indicated by Eq. 10, IIεd should be decided as:  
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  (X × XFi) + (Z1 × Z1Fi) Gu = II[UF]d Gu,       (d = i = J, K)  (12) 
where X  and Z1  are theoretical constants (e.g.: ( ) ( )dIIiidIIdiX YXXYM ×∂∂= , d = i = 
J, K; cf. Eq. 9) characterizing Eq. 6a; XFi = (Xui / Gu) and Z1Fi = (Z1ui / Gu); and II[UF]d is called 
as the 2nd stage (or 1st cumulative) uncertainty factor, and can be pre-evaluated as (cf. Eq. 11):     
II[UF]d = (IIεd / Gu) = (X × XFi) + (Z1 × Z1Fi), (d = i = J, K)  (13) 
     However the outputs of Eq. 6a, i.e. “(IIyJ ± IIεJ) and (IIyK ± IIεK)”, and β (rather: (IIyL ± uL) ≡ 
(β ± uβ)), constitute the inputs for the 3rd stage (i.e. for Eqs. 2a, 3a and 4a, respectively). Again, 
the 3rd stage outputs (IIIyd ± IIIεd, d = 1, 2, 3) may always be expressed as Eq. 7. Thus the 3rd 
stage (i.e. 2nd cumulative) uncertainty IIIεd would also be governed as Eq. 10:        
      IIIεd = ( III × IIεJ) + ( III  × IIεK) + ( III × uβ) = (( III × II[UF]J) +  
  ( III × II[UF]K) + ( III × Fβ)) Gu = III[UF]d Gu,  (d = 1, 2, 3)  (12a) 
where: III , III , and III  (the evaluation of which is already discussed elsewhere[23]) stand 
for the predicted (cf. Eq. 9) rates-of-variations of IIIYd with IIYJ, IIYK, and β, respectively; Fβ = 
(uβ / Gu); and III[UF]d is the 2nd cumulative (3rd stage) uncertainty factor:  
  III[UF]d = (IIIεd/Gu) = (III  II[UF]J) + (III  II[UF]K) + (III Fβ), (d = 1, 2, 3) (13a) 
     If β should be treated as a constant, then: III  = 0. Thus, Eq. 13a should be rewritten as: 
III[UF]d = (IIIεd/Gu) = (III  II[UF]J) + (III  II[UF]K),     (d = 1, 2, 3) (13a/)  
     The desired Yd-value is, however, obtained at the end of Eq. 8: (yd ± εd) = IVfd([IIIyd ± IIIεd]) = 
([(IIIyd ± IIIεd) / DEi] – 1). Therefore, the COCP-uncertainty (εd) should be decided as: 
 εd = ( × 
IIIεd) = ( × III[UF]d × Gu) = [UF]d  Gu, (d = 1, 2, 3)  (12b) 
where  is a constant representing the rate-of-variation (cf. Eq.9) of Yd as a function of IIIYd, 
and [UF]d may be referred to as the COCP (i.e. 3rd cumulative/ 4th stage) uncertainty factor: 
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 [UF]d = (εd / Gu) =  × III[UF]d       (13b) 
     Further, considering “uncertainty” as the only variable, Eq. 12b might be rewritten as: 
     εd = fd(
IIIεd) = fd(gd(IIεJ,IIεK,uβ)) = fd(gd(IIfJ(XuJ, Z1uJ),IIfK(XuK, Z1uK),uβ)),    d = 1, 2, 3   (12b/)  
     Eq. 12b/ clarifies that the uncertainty εd [of a desired δ-result, yd] should represent a net of all 
respective stage specific systematic changes in the uncertainties: XuJ, Z1uJ, XuK, Z1uK and uβ. For 
example, whether yd should be better representative than its absolute value IIIyd is decided by “fd” 
(cf. Eq. 8), i.e. by the -value only. However: “(IIfJ, IIfK) → gd → fd”, i.e. “[UF]d” will govern 
whether yd should be more accurate than a measured data xi.  
     Further, let us consider a case as that: XuJ  = Z1uJ  = XuK  = Z1uK  =uβ = Gu, i.e. {Fi = 1}. Then 
Eq. 13b should be rewritten as: 
[UF]d = (  × III[UF]d) = (  × (III × [X  + Z1 ] +  
III × [X  + Z1 ] +  III )),     (d = 1, 2, 3)  (13b/) 
     Clearly, “[UF]d” should represent the collective rate of variation of the COCP as Eqs. (6a, 7 
and 8), i.e. εd (cf. Eq. 12b) should be governed by rather the nature of the COCP as a whole.  
3.1.2.2 
     The above discussed stage/ COCP specific parameters are, in terms of their governing factors 
and also (in terms of the system[9] as Table 1) numerically, presented in Table 2. However, if: Gu 
= 1% (cf. Table 1), then the uncertainty “εd” should numerically equal the uncertainty-factor 
“[UF]d”, e.g.: ε3 = ([UF]3 × Gu) = [UF]3 = 0.97% (cf. 3rd Cumulative Stage in Table 2 for Y3). 
This thus supplements the indication (Table 1) that, if really all different  data in ref. [9] are 
equally accurate, then the estimated differential 18O/16O ratio (y3) should be somewhat more 
accurate than a measured [differential isotopic-  abundance] ratio as xi. Similarly [i.e. as 
implied by Table 1, viz.: MaxÐ1 = 1.3% and: MaxÐ2 = 1.97%], the differential 13C/12C and 
Natures of the processes as Eqs. (6a, 7 and 8): are the findings of Table 1 authentic? 
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17O/16O ratios (y1 and y2) are asserted to be more inaccurate (ε1 = 1.4%; and: ε2 = 1.97%, 
respectively, cf. Table 2) than a measured ratio as xi. Besides, the small discrepancy as: ε1 = 
1.4% (cf. Table 2) but: MaxÐ1 = 1.3% (cf. [Table 1) should be explicable because Eqs. 6a-8 
are non-linear and the errors-in-data are significant (±1.0%).[6] Further, the uncertainty ε2 is 
ensured to be >ε3 (cf. Table 2). Yet, as shown by the example no. 1 or 2 in Table 1, error “Ð2” 
is “<Ð3”. This rather signifies that any true error [viz. the output-error Ð2] can even 
[corresponding to non-zero input (measurement) errors ( )] turn out to be zero.[6]  
     Moreover, as shown, the rate-of-variation ( ) of any differential ratio, Yd, as a function of 
its absolute value, IIIYd, is governed as:  = (IIIYd / [IIIYd − DEd]), i.e.:  is >1 (cf. Table 2 
for the 3rd cumulative stage). This explains why should the transformation as Eq. 8 (viz.: IIIy3 → 
y3) be accompanied by error-enhancement. The predicted enhancement-factor (e.g.: [ε3 / IIIε3] = 
[0.97 / 0.021] ≈ 46 , cf. Table 2), and its observed value ([Ð3/IIIÐ3] ≈ 46, cf. Table 1), are 
even identical. Further, Eq. 6a is confirmed to be an error-reducing process, i.e. why did any 
evaluated isotopic-CO2 abundance-ratio, e.g. IIyK, turn out less erroneous (IIÐK ≤ 0.021%, cf. 
Table 1) than its differential estimate xK, is explained: (IIεK / Gu) = 0.021. Again, “IIIYd” is shown 
to be rather insensitive towards “β”, i.e.:│III │  1; and/ or: IIIεd ≈ IIεi (cf. Table 2 for Eq. 7). 
Thus, why should even the elemental isotopic abundance ratio, IIIyd, turn out as accurate as any 
isotopic-CO2 abundance ratio, IIyi [viz. why: IIIÐ3 = IIÐK; cf. Table 1], is explicable.     
3.1.2.3 
     The 1st stage (Eq. 5a: (Xi, Z1i) → IYd; i = d = J and K) and the 2nd stage (Eq. 6: IYd → IIYd) 
tasks are here collectively carried out by Eq. 6a. Yet, it could be shown that: (i) the 1st stage 
uncertainties to be: IεJ = 1.2Gu, and: IεK = 0.962Gu; and (ii) the 2nd stage process is characterized 
Does the scale-conversion as Eq. 5a itself help enhance accuracy? 
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by a variation-rate (│II │) of 1. Actually: II  = (IYd/[IYd + 1]), which means that: II  = 
−0.0116, and II  = −0.0218, i.e. in turn that (cf. Eq. 10): IIεJ = (│II │× IεJ) = 0.014Gu, and: 
IIεK = (│II │× IεK) = 0.021Gu. Thus, although the scale conversion as Eq. 5a does not on its 
own cause a significant change in accuracy: (Iεd/Gu) ≈ 1 (see also Fig. 1a), the translation of a 
differential estimate (Iyd ± Iεd) into its absolute value (IIyd ± IIεd) as Eq. 6 should be accompanied 
by reduction (here, 40-90 fold) of uncertainty: (IIεd/Iεd)  1, and/ or: (IIεd/Gu)  1.    
3.1.2.4 Can any estimate ever be independent of corresponding measurement reference “W”?
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     The rate-of-variation of “IIYd” (cf. Eq. 6a) as a function of a measured variable Xi (or Z1i) is 
shown (Table 2) to be decided by Xi (or Z1i) itself, i.e.: X  = fM(Xi); and/ or: Z1  = fM(Z1i). 
However, for given the CO2 gases S and A1 to be measured, (true) Xi and Z1i values will be 
fixed by the working reference gas W to be used (e.g.: Xi = ([Ri/WRi] – 1)). Thus, though W is not 
required to be a standard, achievable accuracy (IIεd, and in turn IIIεd, and then εd, cf. Table 2) of 
any desired δ-result as yd [i.e. any estimate: IIyd, or IIIyd, or yd itself] will vary for varying the 
isotopic composition of the gas as (either S or A1 or) even alone W, however.   
4. NORMALIZATION BY USING TWO AUXILIARY STANDARDS (A1 and A2) 
4.1 The conventional normalization method  
     The normalization formula being used (cf. Eq. 19 in ref. [9], or Eq. 17 in [15]) is: 
   (14) 
 
where nIYd is referred to as the normalized output variable, Z2i = ((A2Ri/WRi) − 1), and C2i stands 
(like C1i in Eq. 5a/ 6a) for isotopic calibration constant: C2i = ((A2Ri/DRi) − 1). However, as 
“nIYd” is different from the scale converted differential ratio IYd (cf Eq. 5/ 5a), the 2nd stage 
variable (i.e. the absolute ratio, say, nIIYd) will also be different from IIYd (cf. Eq. 6/ 6a):  
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nIIYd = IIfd(nIYd) = DRi (nIYd + 1),    d = i = J, K     (15) 
     Or, in the cumulative sense ([Xi, Z1i, Z2i] → nIIYd): 
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     And, the 3rd stage (Eq. 7) and 4th stage (Eq. 8) processes may here be re-represented as: 
nIIIYd = gd({nIIYi}), (d = 1, 2 and 3), and (i = J, K and L, with: nIIYL = α)  (16) 
nYd = fd(nIIIYd) = [(n
IIIYd / DEi) – 1],    d = i = 1, 2, 3     (17)  
4.1.1 Should Eq. 14 yield (more) accurate results (than by Eq. 5a/ 6a)? 
     We, for a proper comparison between method specific results, consider the 2nd set of auxiliary 
variables ({Z2i}) and constants ({C2i}) to also be those reported by Verkouteren and Lee; [9] i.e.: 
Z2J = z2J = −0.028810, C2J = −0.039998; Z2K = z2K = −0.024100 and C2K = −0.033675. We 
present our evaluated results, for: (i) zero [cf. example no. 00], and: (ii) ±1% errors in inputs [i.e. 
like Table 1, for: Gu = 1%, cf. example nos. 1-5], in Table 3.  
     However, any output in Table 3 is generally at a larger error than that in Table 1. For 
example, the ratio “nIIyJ” is as varied as ±0.03%, but the variation of the ratio “IIyJ” is restricted 
to ±0.014% (cf. Eq. 6a and example nos. 1-5 in Table 1). Similarly, the error “Max│nIIÐK│= 
0.0245%” is higher than the error “Max│IIÐK│= 0.021%”. Besides the COCP (i.e. Eqs. 14, 15, 16 
and 17) specific parameters, which are tabulated in Table 4, confirm that the present method is 
not a better one; e.g.: nIIεJ = 0.03Gu, and: nIIεK = 0.024Gu (i.e. even though [cf. Table 2]: IIεJ = 
0.014Gu, and: IIεK = 0.021Gu). Essentially, the result “nyd” is asserted to be less accurate than 
“yd”. Thus, e.g. the error “│nÐ1│” is ≤2.17% (cf. Table 3); but (cf. Table 1) “│Ð1│” is ≤1.3%. 
Further, as clarified by Table 4, uncertainty “nε1” is “2.26Gu = 2.26%”, i.e. though (cf. Table 2): 
ε1 = 1.40Gu = 1.40%. In other words, the estimate as: y1 = −11.484×10-3 (cf. example no 0 or 00 
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in Table 1); rather than as ny1 = −14.659×10-3 (or: ny1 = −14.638×10-3, cf. Table 3) should 
represent the desired differential 13/12C abundance ratio (Y1) in the sample[9] S. It is really thus 
signified (cf. Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b) that different source/ lab specific results by the standardization 
method [viz.: ydExp.1, ydExp.2 … (d = 1, or 2, or 3) in Table 1] should be more closely comparable 
than the corresponding those [nydExp.1, nydExp.2 … in Table 3] by the present method.   
4.1.1.1 Can the process as Eq. 14 cause its output to be free from “W” (and accurate)? 
     Table 4 (cf. for Eq. 14) clarifies that the rate of variation, e.g. of nIYJ with XJ, is decided by XJ 
itself, i.e.: nX  = nX (XJ,Z1J,Z2J). Thus, as discussed in the standardization case above, the 
scale-converted estimate nIyJ (and hence any desired result nyd, and/ or achievable accuracies: 
nIεJ … nεd) should depend on, among others, the reference W used for measurements.  
     Further (Table 4): nIεJ = 2.056Gu [whereas: IεJ = 1.2Gu (cf. above for Eq. 5a: (xJ, z1J) → IyJ], 
i.e. nIyJ has to be less accurate than IyJ. In other words, Eq. 14 itself is responsible for the 
inaccuracy of a desired result as nyd [than as yd]. In any case, Eq. 14 cannot cause a higher stage 
process to vary in nature from the standardization case, viz.: (i) like: Iyd → IIyd, the “(differential) 
nIyd → (absolute) nIIyd” conversion causes reduction of uncertainty “nIIεd  nIεd” [cf. Table 4 for 
Eq. 15]; (ii) the evaluated carbon and oxygen abundance ratios “{nIIIyd ” appear, like the 
above case, equally accurate as their input isotopic CO2 abundance ratios nIIyJ and nIIyK [e. g.: 
│nIIIÐ1│ ≈ │nIIÐJ│, cf. Table 3; or: nIIIε1 ≈ nIIεJ, cf. Table 4]; and, (iii) the shaping of a result as 
a δ-value, nIIIyd → nyd, is again (i.e. like: IIIyd → yd) demonstrated to be an error-enhancing task 
(viz. [│nÐ1│/│nIIIÐ1│] ≈ 67, cf. Table 3; and/ or: [nε1/ nIIIε1] = 66.5, cf. Table 4).     
4.1.1.2 Specific observations: isn’t the output accuracy “ε” predictable?
     It may be noted that (cf. Table 4 for Eq. 14): nX  = −[nZ1  + nZ2 ]; and [6,19]: nIÐd = 
[(nX  × X∆i) + (nZ1  × Z1∆i) + (nZ2  × Z2∆i)], with: d = i = J, or K. That is, if: X∆i = Z1∆i = 
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Z2∆i, then: nIÐd = 0; which explain why, only in the case of example no. 5 in Table 3, the errors 
nIÐd and nIIÐd [i.e. (nII  × nIÐd)] have turned out zero. Further, for equal but opposite input-
errors (cf. example nos.1 and 2, or nos. 3 and 4), the output-errors are generally asymmetric (e.g. 
“+nIÐJ” = 2.077, but “−nIÐJ”= 2.036). These exemplify (cf. Eqs. 12-13b/) how really an error as 
nIÐd, i.e. uncertainty nIεd, and/ or output nIyd, should stand for systematic (here, Eq. 14 dictated) 
changes in respective inputs. In other words, these provide an insight into the fact that output 
accuracy εd [to be achievable by any specified method of evaluation] is a priori predictable.[6]        
4.1.1.3 Does Eq. 14 represent, at all, a scale conversion method?
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     The scale conversion variable is “IYd = ([Ri/DRi] – 1)”, cf. Eq. 5. Thus, if Eq. 14 should also 
represent a valid process as Eq. 5, then nIYd (and hence “nIIYd, nIIIYd and nYd”) will be identical 
with IYd (and “IIYd, IIIYd and Yd”, respectively). Unfortunately, Eq. 14 cannot be derived from the 
fundamental principle indicated by Eq. 5/ 5a above. However, Eq. 14 can easily be translated to: 
     (18) 
     Again, the right hand side (RHS) of Eq. 18 itself can be rewritten as: 
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     Thus the requirement for the RHS to be reduced to the left hand side (as “Ri/DRi”) is that:   
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     Clearly, in terms of all individual Ri-values, Eq. 19 is valid. However: ([A1Ri/WRi]×[A2Ri/DRi]) 
≠ ([A1Ri/DRi]×[A2Ri/WRi]). This is because that the ratios-of-ratios as “A1Ri/DRi” and “A2Ri/DRi” 
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(and/ or the relative differences: C1i and C2i, cf. Eq. 14) are constants, whereas Z1i and Z2i (and 
thus the ratios: “A1Ri/WRi” and “A2Ri/WRi”) are variables. Therefore the true scale converted 
data, which is represented by “IYd” (cf. Eq. 5/ 5a), cannot be identical with “nIYd”. In other 
words, the use of Eq. 14 should cause the desired results to really be fictitious.   
4.2 The expected normalization (Xi  IYd) method 
     As clarified by the scale conversion principle (cf. Eq. 5), two or even more than two different 
Ai-standards could really be involved as follows:  
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Or, 
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     Thus, Eq. 5b must be a valid scale conversion formula. Further, in terms of standards (true 
values of the variables: Xi, Z1i, and Z2i), it could be shown that the outputs of Eq. 5, Eq. 5a and 
Eq. 5b are identical. Therefore, the 2nd, 3rd and 4th stage processes: IYd → IIYd → IIIYd → Yd 
cannot be different from those as Eq. 6, Eq. 7 and Eq. 8, respectively.  
4.2.1 Can a “Xi  IYd” process, even Eq. 5b, help yield accurate results? 
     We consider Xi, Z1i, and Z2i in Eq. 5b to be represented by their measured[9] estimates used 
(for Eq. 14/ 6a) above. The results thus obtained are described as example no. 00 in Table 5 (but 
for distinguishing the present COCP [i.e. Eqs. 5b, 6, 7 and 8] specific outputs from those by the 
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COCPs discussed above) using the notation-prefix “e”. However any estimate in Table 5 is, it 
may be pointed out, quite different from the corresponding estimate in either Table 1 or 3.  
4.2.1.1 Is the method as Eq. 5b better than that as Eq. 5a/ 14? 
     Example nos. 1-5 in Table 5, and Fig. 1c, clarify how the results by the present method may 
vary between labs of a given measurement-accuracy (Gu), viz. ±1%, and ±0.5%, respectively. 
However, the outputs (Table 5) by Eq. 5b itself are largely varied, viz. (errors): Max│eIÐJ│≈ 
4.6Gu, and: Max│eIÐK│≈ 273Gu. These errors are, of course (like the above cases), reduced by 
the 2nd stage (Eq. 6): Max│eIIÐJ│= 1.28Gu, and: Max│eIIÐK│= 2.25Gu. Yet, the latter errors are 
much higher than the respective standardization errors (i.e. for using [Eqs. 5a and 6, or alone] 
Eq. 6a, cf. Table 1): Max│IIÐJ│= 0.014Gu, and: Max│IIÐK│= 0.021Gu. Further, the behavior-
governing parameters (cf. Eqs. 9-11) of the present COCP are described in Table 6, which 
confirm Eq. 5b to represent a rather undesirable scale conversion method, e.g.: eIεJ = 4.5Gu (i.e. 
though: IεJ = 1.2Gu [cf. above for Eq. 5a]; and: 
nIεJ = 2.056Gu [cf. Table 4 for Eq. 14]).  
     The scale-conversion by employing two Ai-standards will in any case (cf. Eq. 5b or Eq. 14) 
require two additional (viz. Z1J and Z2J) measurements, and that by using single Ai (cf. Eq. 5a) 
will involve only one additional (Z1J) measurement. Thus, in general, any estimate as eIyJ (cf. 
Eq. 5b) or nIyJ (cf. Eq. 14) should be subject to larger error than IyJ (cf. Eq. 5a).  
4.2.1.2 Can Eq. 5b make its output free of the measurement-reference “W”?    
     The rate of variation of e.g. “eIYJ with XJ” is governed as (cf. Table 6 for Eq. 5b): eX  = 
eX (XJ,Z1J,Z2J). Therefore, the estimate as eIyJ (and thus the desired result eyd), i.e. achievable 
accuracy eIεJ (and in turn, 
eεd), should be decided by the measured variables (XJ, Z1J, and Z2J), 
and hence by the working reference W.  
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4.2.1.3 
     The variations of stage specific outputs by all three above discussed COCPs as a function of 
the measured variable “XJ” (i.e. with sample source) are depicted in Fig. 2. However, a change 
of source should mean variations in both “XJ” and “XK”. In addition, the auxiliary-variables ZiJ 
Can scale conversion cause a δ-result to be more accurate than its absolute value? 
     It should be of interest to note that the different evaluation-methods are indistinguishable, in 
nature, from one another [comparison between Fig. 1a, Fig. 1b and Fig. 1c]. For example, the 
translation of a δ-estimate as even “eIyd” into its absolute value “eIIyd” is (like: Iyd into IIyd; or: 
nIyd into nIIyd) shown to improve accuracy, viz.: 
eIIεJ = ([1.26Gu]/[4.5Gu])
eIεJ = 0.28
eIεJ (cf. 
Table 6). This explains (cf. Fig. 1c) why should a 4.6% variation (between the scale converted 
data eIyJLab1 and eIyJLab2) be reduced to 1.3% (between the evaluated isotopic-CO2 abundance 
ratios eIIyJLab1 and eIIyJLab2). Moreover, the conversion of e.g. the absolute (18O/16O abundance) 
ratio, eIIIy3, into the desired differential estimate, ey3, is (like: IIIy3 into y3; or: nIIIy3 into ny3) 
demonstrated to cause the compromising of achievable accuracy and/ or comparability (cf. Table 
6: (eε3/
eIIIε3) = 109.8 or, Table 5: (│
eÐ3│/│
eIIIÐ3│) ≈ 110). This clarifies why a relatively true 
variation of 2.3% between two source/ lab specific results (cf.: eIIIy3Lab1 and eIIIy3Lab2 in Fig. 1c) 
might be mistaken to be as ≈248% (cf. ey3Lab1 and ey3Lab2).  
     Let us now say that three different labs had used the three different data normalization 
methods discussed here, and reported the results as the example no. 00 in Tables 1, 3 and 5. 
Then, it may be seen that the scatter between the desired differential lab-results (y3, 
ny3 and 
ey3) 
is as high as 41.3%, whereas that between their absolute values (IIIy3, nIIIy3 and eIIIy3) is 0.72%. 
That is, absolute estimates as even: IIIy3, nIIIy3 and eIIIy3 are far more closely intercomparable 
than their desired “δ” estimates as: y3, ny3 and 
ey3, however. 
5. ARE THE ABOVE FINDINGS A SOURCE-SPECIFIC? 
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and ZiK may themselves be varied, i.e. for lab specific choice of Ai-standard(s) and/ or working 
reference W. Above all, any measurement is subject to error. Thus, while the variation of even 
alone a source should get signified by a net change in any stage/ COCP output, the latter may 
turn out to represent multiple causes of input-variations. This is the reason why, even for a given 
source S (as ref. [9]) and the measurement-accuracy Gu (as 1%), the different possible method 
specific output-variations are in Tables 1, 3 and 5 numerically exemplified. Similarly, for Fig 2, 
(the true values of) all method-governing other variables [i.e. barring the “XJ”], and (thus even 
the working-reference W, and) all constants, are considered to be the same as those[9] mentioned 
above. However, in terms of carbon alone, any variation in source could be shown[21] to imply 
the variations of essentially (the isotopic 44[CO2] and 45[CO2] abundances, i.e. of) the 
abundance-ratio RJ, and hence “XJ”, only. In other words, a given XJ should really represent a 
given carbon source as that indicated by the top X-axis in Fig. 2(I), which gives the 13C-
abundances as those obtained by the standardization-COCP. 
     However, a variation in XJ should, in turn, introduce: (i) a net change in the scale converted 
output IYJ; (ii) a change [due to IYJ] in the 2nd stage output IIYJ; and (iii) hence, changes in all 3rd 
and 4th stage outputs (IIIYd and Yd, respectively, with: d = 1, 2 and 3). Thus, although [for a given 
method] the different stage outputs (viz.: eIYJ, eIIYJ, eIIIY1, and eY1) are ever different from one 
another, the 2nd-4th stage curves (cf. Fig. 2(II-IV)) must be parallel to the corresponding 1st stage 
curve (cf. Fig. 2(I)). However, all three method specific curves are displaced [e.g. in Fig. 2(I)] 
from one another, which confirm that any stage/ COCP accuracy “ε” (cf. Tables 2, 4 and 6) is 
method-dependent. For illustration, let’s assume that the conventional normalization (C. N.) 
method is valid. Then it may be noted that an estimate by the  “C. N.” method, can though turn 
out to be equally accurate as, cannot be more accurate than, the corresponding estimate by the 
standardization (STN.) method [comparison of slopes between e.g. “nIYJ- and IYJ” curves].  
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     Further, the uncertainty-factors for evaluating the different source and stage specific results 
[as Fig. 2] are described in Fig. 3, which supplements the above findings that: (i) any stage or 
COCP estimate by the STN.-method should best represent the corresponding source, and: (ii) the 
largely different outputs (i.e. those by the expected normalization [E. N.] method) should be 
least accurate. For illustration, we consider a specific source as: XJ = −0.02, and assume the 
achievable accuracy (Gu) for any measurement to be 0.01%. Then, as predicted by Fig. 3(IV), the 
desired result as “ny1” should be (nε13/12 = (n[UF]13/12 × Gu) = (2.13 × 0.01) ≈) 0.02% accurate. 
However, the result as “y1” [cf. the STN.-curve in Fig 2(IV)] should turn out (cf. Fig. 3(IV)) 
more accurate: ε13/12 = ([UF]13/12 × Gu) = (1.21 × 0.01) ≈ 0.01%. Moreover, the result (by the E. 
N. method) ey1 should really, i.e. like the above exemplified source [cf. Tables 1- 6], be least 
accurate: eε13/12 = (e[UF]13/12 × Gu) = (4.85 × 0.01) ≈ 0.05%. 
5.1 Shouldn’t absolute [rather than δ] difference be the source-characterizing key?   
     As clarified in Fig. 3, any evaluated isotopic-CO2 abundance ratio as IIyJ [or a constituent-
elemental isotopic-ratio as IIIy1] should, even irrespective of scale conversion method, be more 
accurate than the corresponding differential estimate IyJ [or y1]. Thus if (e.g.) “XJ = −0.02” is 
considered to be an unknown source “S1”, and “STN.” is the method of evaluation (i.e. if e.g. 
[true]: “IIIS1Y1 ≡ S1E13/12” = 10.994891×10−3; and/ or: “S1Y1 ≡ S1/Dδ13/12” = −21.56309×10−3); then 
a determined absolute result IIIS1y1 is predicted to be “([UF]13/12 / III[UF]13/12) = (1.21 / 0.027) ≈ 
45” [cf. Fig. 3(III-IV)] times more accurate than the desired “S1/Dδ13/12” value (S1y1).  
     However, say that actual measurement of S1 has yielded: xJ = (XJ + [−0.01%]) = −0.019998, 
thereby giving (i): IIIS1y1 = 10.994915×10−3 = (S1E13/12 + IIIÐ1) = (10.994891×10−3 + 0.00022%); 
and (ii): S1y1 = −21.56095×10−3 = (S1/Dδ13/12 + Ð1) = (−21.56309×10−3 − 0.01%). Thus, either the 
absolute estimate IIIS1y1; or even the “[Ð1 / IIIÐ1] = [0.01 / 0.00022] ≈ 45” times more erroneous 
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δ-estimate (i.e. S1y1), reflects S1 to be (with reference to the reference standard D) a depleted 
source. Further, the absolute difference (∆S1E13/12 = [IIIS1y1 − DE13/12] = [IIIS1y1 − 11.2372×10−3] = 
−0.2423×10−3) indicates S1 to be somewhat close to the standard D [in terms of isotopic 
composition (IC)]. However, “S1y1 = −21.56095×10−3 ≈ (89 × ∆S1E13/12)”, i.e. the δ-difference 
should mislead one to consider S1 to be, by its IC, very different from the source as D. 
5.2 Can any δ-result turn out to be absurd but the absolute result as highly accurate? 
     Each curve in Fig. 3 has a peak or a valley (cf., for a typical E. N. case, the insert in Fig. 3(I)). 
However why at all I[UF]J (i.e. scale [XJ → IYJ, i.e.: S/Wδ45/44 → S/Dδ45/44] conversion accuracy 
IεJ) should vary as a function of XJ (sample) is that “I[UF]J” (or nI[UF]J, or so) is, one may 
verify, controlled by the inverse-factor “(SRJ − DRJ)−1”. Therefore, if: “(SRJ − DRJ) → 0”, then 
“I[UF]J” will tend to be infinity, i.e. any curve as Fig. 3(I) should pass through a maxima.  
     Further, as shown in Table 2/ 4/ 6, the rate ( ) of variation of Y1 as a function of IIIY1 (i.e. 
of S/Dδ13/12 with E13/12) is governed by the ratio: (IIIY1 / [IIIY1 − DE1]). Thus, for any conceivable 
case,  is >1. Moreover, “(IIIY1 − DE1) → 0” should imply “  → ∞”. That is (cf. Eq. 13b) 
the “[UF]13/12 vs  XJ” variation (cf. Fig. 3(IV)) will have [like Fig. 3(I)] a maxima.  
     However, what is thus signified is that [though a measured data as xJ (i.e. S/Wδ45/44) may, for 
IC of the sample S to be close to IC of the working-reference W, turn out to be accurate] the 
scale-converted data as “IyJ” (i.e. S/Dδ45/44) and, in turn, any desired result as “y1” (i.e. S/Dδ13/12), 
will be increasingly inaccurate (cf. Fig. 3(I) and Fig. 3(IV), respectively) for IC of the sample S 
to be increasingly closer to IC of the reference standard D.  
     Again, decreasing “III[UF]1” (cf. Fig. 3(III)) should generally cause “[UF]1” (cf. Fig. 3(IV)) 
to be increasing. That is, a more accurate absolute estimate IIIy1 may yield a more inaccurate 
differential estimate y1. However, why it is so?  We recollect that (COCP-uncertainty, cf. 
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Eq. 12b): ε1 = ([UF]1 × Gu) = ([  × III[UF]1] × Gu). Further, by: (IIIY1 − DE1) → 0, it is meant 
that: (i) “III[UF]1” to be reducing [cf. Fig. 3(III)], but: (ii) “  → ∞” (cf. above). That is, 
“ ” overrides “III[UF]1” in governing “[UF]1”. However, the interesting point is that a source 
as “(SE1 − DE1) ≈ 0” should (though, in terms of absolute estimate, be accurately represented; cf. 
Fig. 3(III)) really be misrepresented by corresponding δ-result [cf. Fig. 3(IV)].     
     However, why Fig. 3(II) should at all have a minima is that the evaluation of any absolute 
value [here: IIYJ = IIfJ(IYJ), i.e.: SR45/44 = IIfJ(S/Dδ45/44)] is a desirable task (cf. Table 2/ 4/ 6 for 1st 
C. stage): │II │ < 1, and/ or: II[UF]J < I[UF]J (i.e. as: II[UF]J = ([│II │× I[UF]1]). Further, 
“II ” could be shown to equal the ratio as “([SRJ − DRJ] / SRJ)”. Thus, “(SRJ − DRJ) → 0” 
should not only mean: I[UF]J → ∞ (cf. above) but also: │II │ → 0. Clearly, here, “II ” 
dominates over “I[UF]J” in deciding “II[UF]J” and/ or the uncertainty “IIεJ”. 
     Moreover, Table 2/ 4/ 6 also clarifies e.g. that: │III │  1, which in turn explains [cf. Fig. 
3(II) and Fig. 3(III)] why: III[UF]1 ≈ II[UF]J. 
5.3 Isn’t it possible to a priori authenticate a method of evaluation? 
     It is clarified above that uncertainty-factor [UF], or uncertainty ε, for evaluating any output 
“Y”, is (like Y itself) systematic by nature, i.e. governed by input-output relation(s) yielding Y.[6] 
Further, that this is a fact is supplemented by the observation that the curves as Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 
are asymmetric around “XJ = 0”. In other words, Fig. 3 exemplifies how it should in practice be 
possible to a priori ascertain [viz. as: ε = ([UF] × Gu)] whether a given evaluation-model (here, 
the scale-conversion by employing one or two different Ai-standards; and/ or the determining of 
a result as δ- than as absolute-value) meets the purpose it is designed for.    
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
     The above study clarifies that any directly (or even indirectly) measured δ-estimate should be 
rather inaccurate than its evaluated absolute value. For example, “S ≡ IIYi” than “S/W  ≡ 
Xi” (and “SEd ≡ IIIYd” than “S/Dδd ≡ Yd”) values are shown to turn out, irrespective of δ-scale 
conversion method, less erroneous. That is, as signified above, different lab/ source specific 
absolute results (e.g.: IIIydS1, IIIydS2 …) should better represent their sources (S1, S2 …), and/ or 
be more closely intercomparable, than their δ-estimates (ydS1, ydS2…). In other words, absolute 
differences (as: [IIIydS1 − DEd], [IIIydS2 − DEd] …) rather than δ-differences (ydS1, ydS2…) should 
be the keys for identifying [and thus expounding the causes of] source-variations. 
     Further, achievable accuracy “ε” (for determining any stage/ COCP result “Y”) is shown to be 
controlled by the difference-in-isotopic-composition between the sample S and the reference-
standard D. However the important finding is that, if S should be [increasingly] close to D, then 
all evaluated absolute (S  and SEd) values will really turn out [increasingly] accurate, but all 
corresponding δ
     Thus, though: ε = ([UF] × u),[6,23] the ε-value is shown above to be decided by the 
uncertainty-factor “[UF]” (i.e. nature of input-output relation(s) yielding “Y”) rather than by the 
achievable measurement-accuracy “u”. It is clarified how the knowledge of any stage (or COCP: 
“S/W  → S/D → S  SEd → S/Dδd” ≡ “Xi → IYi → IIYi  IIIYd → Yd”) specific 
[UF] can be acquired and checked, even a priori, whether the corresponding stage-process (or 
COCP) should meet the purpose it is designed for. For example, the outputs of the basic -
IRMS evaluation “(IIYJ, IIYK, β) → {IIIYd}” were, in fact,[22] previously pointed out to be much 
less sensitive towards β than towards IIYJ or IIYK. However, this finding is supplemented above 
by demonstrating that, even for ±1% variation in (the 3rd stage input) “β”, the estimates “{IIIyd}” 
 (i.e. S/D ≡ IYi, and S/Dδd ≡ Yd) values should be [increasingly] inaccurate. 
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remain as accurate as “IIyJ and IIyK”. However, any process of the type “SEd → S/Dδd” ≡ “IIIYd → 
Yd” is shown to imply the corresponding “[UF]d” as >1, which explains why the δ-estimate “yd” 
should be less accurate than the absolute-value “IIIyd”. Similarly, the reverse kind of process 
(viz.: “S/D  → S ” ≡ “IYi → IIYi”) is shown to be characterized by: [UF]i < 1. This 
explains why “(Iyi ± Iεi) → (IIyi ± IIεi)” is observed above to imply: IIεi < Iεi.  
     However, depending upon the number of auxiliary reference standards Ai (i = 1, 2 …) 
employed in the 1st stage process (“S/W   S/D ” ≡ “Xi  IYi”), the “[UF]i” is 
shown above to vary. Further, the aid of even only A1 means the involving of an additional 
measured data [(A1/W  ± A1ui) ≡ (z1i ± Z1ui)] in the process: xi  Iyi. That is the employing 
of Ai(s) cannot be a general means for ensuring “Iyi” to be accurate. In any case, the idea that the 
scale-conversion with the aid of two Ai-standards would cause Iyi to be more accurate than that 
for employing any single Ai,[3,9,15,17] is verified above to stand for no general fact.  
     It is also pointed out above that the use of Ai(s), for scale conversion, cannot even cause Iyi 
(i.e. estimated S/D , and hence the desired result S/Dδd) to be independent from corresponding 
measurement-reference (W). That is, if should the measured data (for a sample S and given 
Ai(s)) from two different labs be equally accurate but vary for using different references as “W” 
only, then also the estimates of S/D  (and thus of S , SEd and S/Dδd); and/ or accuracy Iεi 
(and hence the accuracies: IIεi, IIIεd and εd); should vary from one lab to another.         
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APPENDIX A: Notations  
(For clarity, measured-sample and -auxiliary variables are distinguished as “Xi” and “Zii [viz. 
Z1i, Z2i …]” respectively. Further, we refer to a 1st stage output variable as IYd and, so. 
In general: i = J = “45/44”, and: i = K = “46/44”.  
Similarly: d = 1 = “13/12”, d = 2 = “17/16” and d = 3 = “18/16”. 
 The abbreviation “COCP” generally refers to the standardization method [Eqs. 6a, 7 and 8]. 
The cases as the conventional normalization [COCP: Eqs. 14-17] and the expected normalization 
{COCP: Eqs. 5a, 6, 7 and 8] are in the text distinguished by additionally prefixing the symbols 
with “n” and “e” [i.e. as “nY3”, “nε3” … and “eY3”, “eε3” …], respectively.) 
 
Ai:  A [calibrated] auxiliary reference standard as A1 or A2 (i.e. i = 1 or 2). 
 
β: A constant (chosen number), but treated like a measured variable. 
 
C1i Specified (ith) isotopic calibration constant for the CO2 gas A1 (i.e.: C1i = [A1Ri/DRi] – 1). 
 
C2i ith isotopic calibration constant for the CO2 gas A2 (i.e.: C2i = [A2Ri/DRi] – 1). 
 
∆i ith relative input/ experimental error (∆i =  = ), e.g. X∆J, Z1∆J, Z2∆J and ∆β 
represent the errors in the estimates as: x45/44, z145/44, z245/44 and β, respectively. 
Ðd dth relative COCP-output error (Ðd =  = ). The 1st, 2nd and 3rd stage-output-
errors are denoted as IÐd and IIÐd (with: d = i = J, K) and IIIÐd (d = 1, 2, 3), respectively. 
Ed: dth constituent-elemental-isotopic abundance ratio in the sample CO2 gas S. DEd refers to 
the “Ed -value” in the [recommended/ desired] reference-standard CO2 gas D.  
εd dth relative COCP-output uncertainty (εd = MaxÐd). Iεd, IIεd, and IIIεd refer to the 1st, 2nd 
and 3rd stage (i.e. 0th, 1st, and 2nd cumulative) output-uncertainties, respectively.  
Fi Fi = ui/Gu (i = 1, 2 …). It enables the prediction of output-uncertainty (εd) even in a case 
where the uncertainty ui might vary with the variable to be measured.     
Gu Any given (i.e. preset value of) measurement-uncertainty ui (to be achieved). 
 
 Relationship-sensitive-rate of variation of dth-output with ith-input, cf. Eq. 9. Thus, X  
and Z1  (d = i) represent the Eq. 6a specific rates of variation for IIYd as a function of Xi 
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and Z1i, respectively. III  (d = 1, 2, 3; and i = J, K, β) are the 3rd stage specific 
variation-rates.  (i = d) refers to a given Eq. 8; and so.        
Ri: ith isotopic CO2 abundance ratio in the sample-gas (S); viz. RJ = R45/44, and RK = R46/44. ri 
is the estimate of Ri. However the “Ri-values”, corresponding to the working reference 
CO2 gas W, the desired reference standard CO2 gas D, the auxiliary reference standards 
CO2 gases A1 and A2, are referred to here as WRi, DRi, A1Ri and A2Ri, respectively. 
ui ith relative measurement [input] uncertainty (ui = Max∆i), e.g. XuK and Z1uK stand for 
uncertainties in the estimates of X46/44 and Z146/44, respectively. Similarly, uβ refers the 
possible uncertainty in the chosen value of “β”. 
[UF]d dth COCP-uncertainty factor ([UF]d = εd/Gu). Actually, [UF]d stands for “collective 
COCP nature” (cf. Eq. 13b/). I[UF]d, II[UF]d, and III[UF]d represent 1st, 2nd and 3rd stage 
(i.e. 0th, 1st, and 2nd cumulative) uncertainty factors. 
Xi: Specified (ith) measured/ input variable (relating the sample S): Xi = ([Ri/WRi] – 1). And 
xi is the estimate of Xi (i = J = 45/44 and i = K = 46/44).  
Yd: dth COCP-output variable (Yd = ([Ed/DEd] – 1), with: d = 1, 2, 3). yd is the estimate of Yd. 
IYd, IIYd and IIIYd are the 1st, 2nd and 3rd stage outputs, respectively ({Xi} → {IYd} → {IIYd} 
→ {IIIYd} → Yd(s)). Actually: IYd = ([Ri/DRi] – 1), with: d = i. However (by true values): 
IIYd = Ri (with: d = i); and: IIIYd = Ed (with: d = “13/12”, “17/16” and “18/16”). 
Z1i ith Input [measured] variable in relation to the auxiliary standard A1, i.e.: Z1i = 
([A1Ri/WRi] – 1); with: i = J = 45/44 and: i = K = 46/44. 
Z2i ith Measured variable in relation to the auxiliary standard A2, i.e.: Z2i = ([A2Ri/WRi] – 1). 
 
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Table 1. Results by the standardization method/ COCP [as Eqs 6a, 7 and 8]: stage specific output estimates [and their errors (i) for 
zero-error in the input-data (xJ, z1J, xK, and z1K, and ‘β’), and (ii) for varying the inputs by exactly ±1%]  
 
         → Estimate y  
↓                      (Error Ð) 
Example No. 
IIyJ x 103 
(% IIÐJ) 
IIyK x 104 
(% IIÐK) 
IIIy1 x 103 
(% IIIÐ1) 
IIIy2 x 105 
(% IIIÐ2) 
IIIy3 x 104 
(% IIIÐ3) 
y1 x 103 
(%Ð1) 
y2x 104 
(%Ð2) 
y3 x 103 
(%Ð3) 
0 *0      −11.484 
(0.0) 
 −21.310 
(0.0) 
00 *00 11.857766 
(0.0) 
40.546857 
(0.0) 
11.108150 
(0.0) 
37.480801 
(0.0) 
20.231092 
(0.0) 
−11.484192 
(0.0) 
−107.124544 
(0.0) 
−21.310152 
(0.0) 
1 *1 11.859413 
(0.014) 
40.555382 
(0.021) 
11.109798 
(0.015) 
37.480750 
(−0.00015) 
20.235348 
(0.021) 
−11.337488 
(−1.3) 
−107.139082 
(0.014) 
−21.104251 
(−0.97) 
2 *2 11.856119 
(−0.014) 
40.538333 
(-0.021) 
11.106500 
(−0.015) 
37.480935 
(0.00036) 
20.226836 
(-0.021) 
−11.631027 
(1.3) 
−107.089245 
(−0.033) 
−21.516020 
(0.97) 
3 *3 11.859413 
(0.014) 
40.555382 
(0.021) 
11.109636 
(0.013) 
37.488734 
(0.021) 
20.235339 
(0.021) 
−11.351705 
(−1.15) 
−105.030772 
(−1.95) 
−21.104666 
(−0.96) 
4 *4 11.856119 
(−0.014) 
40.538333 
(−0.021) 
11.106663 
(−0.013) 
37.472791 
(−0.021) 
20.226845 
(−0.021) 
−11.616533 
(1.15) 
−109.238646 
(1.97) 
−21.515597 
(0.96) 
5 *5 11.858647 
(0.0074) 
40.548032 
(0.0029) 
11.108940 
(0.0071) 
37.485370 
(0.012) 
20.231671 
(0.0029) 
−11.413901 
(−0.61) 
−105.918675 
(−1.13) 
−21.282110 
(−0.13) 
 
*0 Results (as reported by Verkouteren and Lee,[9] i.e.) for: XJ = −0.01055, Z1J = −0.00322, XK = −0.01182, Z1K = −0.00898, and β = 0.5.  
 
*00 Results for zero input-errors (i.e. those obtained here by using the data-set referred to under example no. 0).  
 
*1 Results corresponding to the inputs as: xJ = −0.0104445, z1J = −0.0032522, xK = −0.0117018, z1K = −0.0090698, and α = 0.5050 
(i.e. for the input errors as: X∆J = X∆K = −1%, and: Z1∆J = Z1∆K = ∆β = 1%). 
 
*2 Results for input data-errors as: X∆J = X∆K = 1%, and: Z1∆J = Z1∆K = ∆β = −1%. 
 
*3 Results for input data-errors as: X∆J = X∆K = ∆β = −1%, and: Z1∆J = Z1∆K = 1%. 
 
*4: Results for input-errors as: X∆J = X∆K = ∆β = 1%, and: Z1∆J = Z1∆K = −1%. 
 
*5: Results for −1% errors in all input-data (i.e. for: X∆J = X∆K = Z1∆J = Z1∆K = ∆β = −1%). 
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Table 2. Parameters ( , [UF]d, and εd) characterizing the different stages of the COCP represented by Eq. 6a, Eq. 7 and Eq. 8 
 
Cumulative 
Stage No. 
(Eq. No.) 
Out- 
put 
(Yd) 
Rate of variation (for dth output as a 
function of ith input: ,  
cf. Eq. 9) 
dth Uncertainty factor ([UF]d,  
cf. Eq.  11,  
and/ or Eq. 13/ 13a/ 13b) 
dth Uncertainty (εd, cf. Eq. 10, 
and/ or  
Eq. 12/ 12a/ 12b) 
 
1st  
(Eq. 6a) 
 
IIYJ 
 
 
 
 
IIYK 
 
X  =  XJ / (XJ + 1) = −0.0107 
 
Z1  =  − Z1J / (Z1J + 1) = 0.0032 
  
X  =  XK / (XK + 1) = −0.012 
 
Z1  =  − Z1K / (Z1K + 1) = 0.0091 
 
 
II[UF]J = X (XuJ / Gu) + Z1 (Z1uJ / Gu)  
= X XFJ + Z1 Z1FJ  
= 0.0139 (with: XFJ = Z1FJ = 1) 
 
II[UF]K = X (XuK / Gu) + Z1 (Z1uK / Gu)  
= X XFK + Z1 Z1FK  
= 0.0211 (with: XFK = Z1FK = 1) 
 
IIεJ = (X  × XuJ) + (Z1  
× Z1uJ) = II[UF]J Gu  
= 0.014Gu 
 
 
IIεK = (X × XuK) + 
(Z1  × Z1uK) = II[UF]K Gu  
= 0.021Gu 
 
2nd  
(Eq. 7, i.e. 
here: Eqs. 
2a, 3a, and 
4a) 
 
IIIY1  
 
 
IIIY2  
 
IIIY3 
 
III  = 1.07, III  = −0.0338, and  
III  = III  = 7.26×10-4  
 
III  = −0.0011, III  = 0.5005, and 
III  = III  = −0.0108  
 
III  = −0.0022, III  = 1.001, and  
III  = III  = 2.14×10-5 
 
III[UF]1 = (III  × II[UF]J) + (III  × 
II[UF]K) + (III × Fβ) = 0.0163 (with: {Fi = 1}) 
 
III[UF]2 = (III  × II[UF]J) + (III  × 
II[UF]K) + (III × Fβ) = 0.0213 (with: {Fi = 1}) 
 
III[UF]3 = (III  × II[UF]J) + (III  × 
II[UF]K) + (III × Fβ) = 0.0211 (with: {Fi = 1}) 
 
IIIε1 = III[UF]1 × Gu = 0.016Gu 
 
 
IIIε2 = III[UF]2 × Gu = 0.021Gu  
 
 
IIIε3 = III[UF]3 × Gu = 0.021Gu    
 
3rd  
(Eq. 8) 
 
Y1 
 
Y2 
 
Y3 
 
 = IIIY1 / (IIIY1 – DE1) = –86.1 
 
 = IIIY2 / (IIIY2 – DE2) = −92.3 
 
 = IIIY3 / (IIIY3 – DE3) = −45.9 
 
[UF]1 =   × III[UF]1 = 1.40 
 
[UF]2 =   × III[UF]2 = 1.97  
 
[UF]3 =   × III[UF]3 = 0.97 
 
ε1 = [UF]1 Gu = 1.40Gu 
 
ε2 = [UF]2 Gu =  1.97Gu 
 
ε3 = [UF]3 Gu =  0.97Gu 
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Table 3. Results by the conventional normalization method or COCP (as Eqs. 14, 15, 16 and 17): stage specific estimates as “y” and 
their errors as “Ð” (but corresponding to: (i) zero and (ii) exactly ±1.0% errors in the input-data [as: xJ, z1J, z2J, xK, z1K, z2K and, β]) 
 
Example 
No. 
nIyJ × 103 
(% nIÐJ) 
nIyK × 103 
(% nIÐK) 
nIIyJ × 103 
(% nIIÐJ) 
nIIyK × 104 
(% nIIÐK) 
nIIIy1 × 103 
(% nIIIÐ1) 
nIIIy2 × 105 
(% nIIIÐ2) 
nIIIy3 × 104 
(% nIIIÐ3) 
ny1 × 103 
(% nÐ1) 
ny2 × 104 
(% nÐ2) 
ny3 × 103 
(% nÐ3) 
0 *0 −14.391 
(0.0) 
−21.350 
(0.0) 
     −14.659 
 (0.0) 
 −21.344 
(0.0) 
00 *00 −14.39119 
(0.0) 
−21.34952 
(0.0) 
11.8223 
(0.0) 
40.5453 
(0.0) 
11.072708 
(0.0) 
37.480199 
(0.0) 
20.230442 
(0.0) 
−14.638176 
(0.0) 
−107.28333 
(0.0) 
−21.341569 
(0.0) 
1 *1 −14.69007 
(2.077) 
−21.58919 
(1.123) 
11.8187 
(−0.0303) 
40.5354 
(−0.0245) 
11.069133 
(−0.0322) 
37.479701 
(−0.0013) 
20.225491 
(−0.0245) 
−14.956327 
(2.17) 
−107.41479 
(0.123) 
−21.581068 
(1.122) 
2 *2 −14.09822 
(−2.036) 
−21.11459 
(−1.100) 
11.8258 
(0.0297) 
40.5550 
(0.0240) 
11.076212 
(0.0316) 
37.480696 
(0.0013) 
20.235295 
(0.0240) 
−14.326340 
(−2.13) 
−107.15216 
(−0.122) 
−21.106814 
(−1.100) 
3 *3 −14.69007 
(2.077) 
−21.58919 
(1.123) 
11.8187 
(−0.0303) 
40.5354 
(−0.0245) 
11.069296 
(−0.0308) 
37.471533 
(−0.0231) 
20.225500 
(−0.0244) 
−14.941789 
(2.07) 
−109.57070 
(2.13) 
−21.580645 
(1.120) 
4 *4 −14.09822 
(−2.036) 
−21.11459 
(−1.100) 
11.8258 
(0.0297) 
40.5550 
(0.0240) 
11.076052 
(0.0302) 
37.488685 
(0.0226) 
20.235286 
(0.0239) 
−14.340558 
(−2.03) 
−105.04359 
(−2.09) 
−21.107227 
(−1.098) 
5 *5 −14.39119 
(0.0) 
−21.34952 
(0.0) 
11.8223 
(0.0) 
40.5453 
(0.0) 
11.072627 
(−0.00073) 
37.484238 
(0.0108) 
20.230438 
(−2.1×10−5) 
−14.645364 
(0.049) 
−106.21726 
(−1.0) 
−21.341778 
(0.001) 
 
*0 Results as those reported by Verkouteren and Lee,[9] i.e. for: XJ = −0.01055, Z1J = −0.00322, Z2J = −0.02881, XK = −0.01182, Z1K 
= −0.00898, Z2K = −0.0241, and β = 0.5.  
*00 Results as obtained here (i.e. for: xi = [Xi + X∆i] = Xi, z1i = [Z1i + Z1∆i] = Z1i … (i = J and K), and β = [β + ∆β] = β). The apparent 
variations of these results from those as the example no. “0” should be due to the difference in computational precision.) 
*1 xJ = −0.0106555, z1J = −0.0031878, z2J = −0.0285219, xK = −0.0119382, z1K = −0.0088902, z2K = −0.023859, and β = 0.4950 (i.e. 
results for data-errors as: X∆J = X∆K = 1%, and Z1∆J = Z1∆K = Z2∆J = Z2∆K = ∆β = −1%). 
 
*2: Results for data-errors as“X∆J = X∆K = −1%, and Z1∆J = Z1∆K = Z2∆J = Z2∆K = ∆β = 1%”. 
 
*3: X∆J = X∆K = ∆β = 1%, and Z1∆J = Z1∆K = Z2∆J = Z2∆K = −1%. 
 
*4: X∆J = X∆K = ∆β = −1%, and Z1∆J = Z1∆K = Z2∆J = Z2∆K = 1%.    
 
*5: X∆J = X∆K = Z1∆J = Z1∆K = Z2∆J = Z2∆K = ∆β = −1%. 
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Table 4. Stage specific parameters ( , [UF]d, and εd) for the COCP represented by Eqs. 14, 15, 16 and 17 
C. Stage 
 (Eq. No.) 
Out- 
put 
(Yd) 
Rate of variation (for dth output as a function of ith 
input: , cf. Eq. 9) 
dth Uncertainty factor ([UF]d, cf. 
Eq. 11, and/ or  
Eq. 13/ 13a/ 13b) 
dth Uncertainty (εd, cf. 
Eq. 10, and/or  
Eq. 12/ 12a/ 12b) 
0th  
(Eq. 14) 
nIYJ 
 
 
 
 
nIYK 
nX  = aJ XJ = 1.0280 *1 
nZ1  = aJ Z1J (XJ − Z2J) / (Z2J − Z1J) = −0.2239 *1 
nZ2  = aJ Z2J (Z1J − XJ) / (Z2J − Z1J) = −0.8041 *1 
 
nX  = aK XK = 0.5557 *1 
nZ1  = aK Z1K (XK − Z2K) / (Z2K − Z1K) = −0.3429 *1 
nZ2  = aK Z2K (Z1K − XK) / (Z2K − Z1K) = −0.2128 *1 
nI[UF]J = (nX ×  XFJ) + 
(nZ1 × Z1FJ) + (nZ2 × Z2FJ) = 
(nX  + nZ1  + nZ2 ) = 
2.056 *2 
 
nI[UF]K = (nX ×  XFK ) + 
(nZ1 × Z1FK) + (nZ2 × Z2FK) 
= (nX  + nZ1  + nZ2 )  
= 1.111 *2 
nIεJ = nI[UF]J  × Gu  
 
= 2.056Gu 
 
 
nIεK =  nI[UF]K ×  Gu  
 
= 1.111Gu 
1st  
(Eq. 15) 
nIIYJ 
 
nIIYK 
nII  =  nIYJ / (nIYJ + 1) = −0.0146  
 
nII =  nIYK / (nIYK + 1) = −0.0218 
nII[UF]J = nII × nI[UF]J = 0.030 
 
nII[UF]K = nII × nI[UF]K = 0.024 
nIIεJ = nII[UF]J × Gu  
= 0.030Gu 
nIIεK = nII[UF]K × Gu  
= 0.024Gu 
2nd  
 (Eq. 16) 
nIIIY1  
 
nIIIY2  
 
nIIIY3 
nIII  = 1.07, nIII  = −0.034, and nIII  = 7.29×10−4  
 
nIII  = −0.0011, nIII  = 0.5005, and nIII  = −0.0108  
 
nIII  = −0.0022, nIII  = 1.001, and nIII  = 2.14×10−5 
nIII[UF]1 = 0.034 
 
nIII[UF]2 = 0.023 
 
nIII[UF]3 = 0.024 
nIIIε1 = 0.034Gu 
 
nIIIε2 = 0.023Gu  
 
nIIIε3 = 0.024Gu    
3rd  
 (Eq. 17) 
nY1 
 
nY2 
 
nY3 
 
n  = nIIIY1 / (nIIIY1 – DE1) = −67.3 
 
n  = nIIIY2 / (nIIIY2 – DE2) = −92.2 
 
n  = nIIIY3 / (nIIIY3 – DE3) = −45.9 
n[UF]1 = n × nIII[UF]1 = 2.26 
 
n[UF]2 = n × nIII[UF]2 = 2.12 
 
n[UF]3 = n × nIII[UF]3 = 1.12 
nε1 = n[UF]1 × Gu = 2.26Gu 
 
nε2 = n[UF]2 × Gu =  2.12Gu 
 
nε3 = n[UF]3 × Gu =  1.12Gu 
*1 Where: ai = (C2i − C1i) / ([Xi − Z1i] × [C2i − C1i] + C1i [Z2i − Z1i]), i = J and K.  
*2 For: XFi = Z1Fi = Z2Fi = 1, i.e. for: Xui = Z1ui = Z2ui = Gu, i = J and K.  
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Table 5. Results by the expected method of normalization (COCP as Eqs. 5b, 6, 7 and 8): variations in the stage specific outputs as 
“y” and/ or in their errors as “Ð” (for zero-error, and ±1.0% errors, in the input-data as: xJ, z1J, z2J, xK, z1K, z2K and, β)  
 
Example 
No. 
eIyJ × 103 
(% eIÐJ) 
eIyK × 103 
(% eIÐK) 
eIIyJ ×103 
(% eIIÐJ) 
eIIyK × 104 
(% eIIÐK) 
eIIIy1 × 103 
(% eIIIÐ1) 
eIIIy2 × 105 
(% eIIIÐ2) 
eIIIy3 × 104 
(% eIIIÐ3) 
ey1 × 103 
(% eÐ1) 
ey2 × 104 
(% eÐ2) 
ey3 × 103 
(% eÐ3) 
00 *00 387.54993 
(0.0) 
−8.160074 
(0.0) 
16.64357 
(0.0) 
41.09173 
(0.0) 
15.889259 
(0.0) 
37.715474 
(0.0) 
20.485225 
(0.0) 
413.987402 
(0.0) 
−45.183657 
(0.0) 
−9.016316 
(0.0) 
1 *1 405.28731 
(4.58) 
−29.51136 
(261.7) 
16.85633 
(1.28) 
40.20715 
(−2.15) 
16.110093 
(1.39) 
37.311709 
(−1.07) 
20.042768 
(−2.16) 
433.639448 
(4.747) 
−151.75565 
(235.9) 
−30.420409 
(237.4) 
2 *2 370.25109 
(−4.46) 
14.146369 
(−273.4) 
16.43607 
(−1.25) 
42.01588 
(2.25) 
15.673248 
(−1.36) 
38.141115 
(1.13) 
20.947432 
(2.26) 
394.764528 
(−4.643) 
67.162105 
(−248.6) 
13.343201 
(−248.0) 
3 *3 370.25109 
(−4.46) 
14.146369 
(−273.4) 
16.43607 
(−1.25) 
42.01588 
(2.25) 
15.673349 
(−1.36) 
38.136067 
(1.115) 
20.947440 
(2.26) 
394.773513 
(−4.641) 
65.829631 
(−245.7) 
13.343575 
(−248.0) 
4 *4 405.28731 
(4.58) 
−29.51136 
(261.7) 
16.85633 
(1.28) 
40.20715 
(−2.15) 
16.110363 
(1.391) 
37.300201 
(−1.10) 
20.042786 
(−2.16) 
433.659930 
(4.752) 
−154.79308 
(242.6) 
−30.419533 
(237.4) 
5 *5 401.71503 
(3.66) 
1.978347 
(−124.2) 
16.81348 
(1.021) 
41.51176 
(1.022) 
16.055333 
(1.05) 
37.907242 
(0.51) 
20.694300 
(1.02) 
428.766354 
(3.57) 
5.432568 
(−112.0) 
1.097793 
(−112.2) 
 
*00 Results for considering the true-values of input-variables (and the constants) to be as those reported in ref. [9], i.e. for: XJ = 
−0.01055, Z1J = −0.00322, Z2J = −0.02881, XK = −0.01182, Z1K = −0.00898, Z2K = −0.0241, and β = 0.5 (see also Table 3 and/ or the 
text).  
 
*1 The input-estimates are as follows: xJ = (XJ + X∆J) = (XJ − 1%) = −0.0104445,   z1J = (Z1J + Z1∆J) = (Z1J + 1%) = −0.0032522,    
z2J = (Z2J + Z2∆J) = (Z2J − 1%) = −0.0285219,     xK = (XK + X∆K) = (XK + 1%) = −0.0119382,   z1K = (Z1K + Z1∆K) = (Z1K − 1%) = 
−0.0088902,   z2K = (Z2K + Z2∆K) = (Z2K + 1%) = −0.024341, and   β = (β + ∆β) = (β − 1%) = 0.4950.  
 
*2 Input data-errors are varied as: X∆J = 1%, Z1∆J = −1%, Z2∆J = 1%, X∆K = −1%, Z1∆K = 1%, Z2∆K = −1%, and ∆β = 1%. 
 
*3: X∆J = Z1∆K = Z2∆J = 1%, and X∆K = Z1∆J = Z2∆K = ∆β = −1%. 
 
*4: X∆J = Z1∆K = Z2∆J = −1%, and X∆K = Z1∆J = Z2∆K = ∆β = 1%.  
 
*5: X∆J = X∆K = Z1∆J = Z1∆K = Z2∆J = Z2∆K = ∆β = −1%. 
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Table 6. Parameters ( , [UF]d, and εd) of the COCP as Eq. 5b, Eq. 6, Eq. 7 and Eq. 8   
 
C. Stage 
(Eq. No.) 
Out- 
put 
(Yd) 
Rate of variation (for dth output as a function of ith 
input: , cf. Eq. 9) 
dth Uncertainty factor ( [UF]d, cf. 
Eq. 11, and/ or  
Eq. 13/ 13a/ 13b) 
dth Uncertainty (εd, cf.  
Eq. 10, and/or 
Eq. 12/ 12a/ 12b) 
0th  
 (Eq. 5b) 
IYJ 
 
 
 
 
 
IYK 
eX  = bJ × XJ = −0.0382 *1 
eZ1  = bJ Z1J (XJ + 1) / (Z2J − Z1J) = 0.4505 *1 
eZ2  = bJ Z2J (XJ + 1) / (Z1J − Z2J) = −4.03 *1 
 
 
eX  = bK XK = 1.45 *1 
eZ1  = bK Z1K (XK + 1) / (Z2K − Z1K) = −72.2 *1 
eZ2  = bK Z2K (XK +1) / (Z1K − Z2K) = 193.7 *1 
eI[UF]J = (eX ×  XFJ) + 
(eZ1 × Z1FJ) + (eZ2 × Z2FJ) = 
(eX  + eZ1  + eZ2 ) = 
4.5 *2 
 
eI[UF]K = (eX ×  XFK ) + 
(eZ1 × Z1FK) + (eZ2 × Z2FK) 
= (eX  + eZ1  + eZ2 )  
= 267.4 *2 
eIεJ = eI[UF]J  × Gu  
 
= 4.5Gu 
 
 
 
eIεK =  eI[UF]K ×  Gu  
 
= 267.4Gu 
1st  
 (Eq. 6) 
IIYJ 
 
IIYK 
eII  =  IYJ / (IYJ + 1) = 0.2793 
 
eII =  IYK / (IYK + 1) = −0.008227 
eII[UF]J = eII × eI[UF]J = 1.26 
 
eII[UF]K = eII × eI[UF]K = 2.20 
eIIεJ = eII[UF]J × Gu  
= 1.260Gu 
eIIεK = eII[UF]K × Gu  
= 2.20Gu 
2nd  
 (Eq. 7) 
IIIY1  
 
IIIY2  
 
IIIY3 
eIII  = 1.05, eIII  = −0.024, and eIII  = 2.15×10−4  
 
eIII  = −0.0015, eIII  = 0.5008, and eIII  = −0.0045  
 
eIII  = −0.0031, eIII  = 1.002, and eIII  = 1.3×10−5 
eIII[UF]1 = 1.37 
 
eIII[UF]2 = 1.11 
 
eIII[UF]3 = 2.21 
eIIIε1 = 1.37Gu 
 
eIIIε2 = 1.11Gu  
 
eIIIε3 = 2.21Gu    
3rd  
 (Eq. 8) 
Y1 
 
Y2 
 
Y3 
 
e  = IIIY1 / (IIIY1 – DE1) = 3.41 
 
e  = IIIY2 / (IIIY2 – DE2) = −220.3 
 
e  = IIIY3 / (IIIY3 – DE3) = −109.9 
e[UF]1 = e × eIII[UF]1 = 4.7 
 
e[UF]2 = e × eIII[UF]2 = 244.1 
 
e[UF]3 = e × eIII[UF]3 = 242.6 
eε1 = e[UF]1 × Gu = 4.7Gu 
 
eε2 = e[UF]2 × Gu =  244.1Gu 
 
eε3 = e[UF]3 × Gu =  242.6Gu 
*1: Where: bi = (C2i − C1i) / ([C2i − C1i] × [Xi +1] − [Z2i − Z1i]), i = J and K.  
*2: For: XFi = Z1Fi = Z2Fi = 1, i.e. for: Xui = Z1ui = Z2ui = Gu, i = J and K.  
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a) 
 
Standardization method (use of single auxiliary standard: A1, see also Table 1) 
([xJ, z1J]; [xK, z1K])Lab1 → ([IyJ]; [IyK]) → ([IIyJ]; [IIyK])  (IIIy1,   IIIy2,   IIIy3) → (y1,   y2,  y3). 
↨1(% variation in labs-data)    ↨1.2  ↨≈1       ↨.014   ↨.021             ↨(.015,  .021,  .021)   ↨(1.3,  ≈2,  0.97)% 
([xJ, z1J]; [xK, z1K])Lab2 → ([IyJ]; [IyK]) → ([IIyJ]; [IIyK])
-
 (IIIy1,   IIIy2,   IIIy3) → (y1,    y2,   y3). 
 
b) 
 
Conventional method of using two auxiliary standards: A1 and A2, cf. Table 3/ 4) 
([xJ, z1J, z2J];[xK, z1K, z2K])Lab1
 → ([nIyJ];[nIyK]) → ([nIIyJ]; [nIIyK])  (nIIIy1,   nIIIy2,   nIIIy3) → (ny1,  ny2,  ny3). 
↨1(% variation in labs-data)          ↨2.1  ↨1.1       ↨.03   ↨.024         ↨(.032,  .023,  .024)  ↨(2.2, 2.1, 1.1)% 
([xJ, z1J, z2J];[xK, z1K, z2K])Lab2
 → ([nIyJ];[nIyK]) → ([nIIyJ]; [nIIyK])
-
 (nIIIy1,   nIIIy2,   nIIIy3) → (ny1,   ny2,  ny3). 
 
c) 
 
Expected method of employing two auxiliary standards: A1 and A2, see alsoTable 5/ 6) 
([xJ, z1J, z2J];[xK, z1K, z2K])Lab1
 → ([eIyJ];[eIyK]) → ([eIIyJ]; [eIIyK])  (eIIIy1,   eIIIy2,   eIIIy3) → (ey1,   ey2,  ey3). 
↨1(% variation in each data)        ↨4.6  ↨273       ↨1.3   ↨2.2           ↨(1.4,   1.1,      2.3)   ↨(4.8, 249, 248)% 
([xJ, z1J, z2J];[xK, z1K, z2K])Lab2
 → ([eIyJ];[eIyK]) → ([eIIyJ]; [eIIyK]) 
-
 (eIIIy1,   eIIIy2,   eIIIy3) → (ey1,   ey2,  ey3). 
 
Figure 1. Output-comparability by different evaluation methods [in figure, xi, z1i and z2i stand for measured estimates of the 
differential isotopic-CO2 abundance ratios Xi, Z1i and Z2i (i.e. of S/W , A1/W and A2/W ); Iyi and IIyi for estimates of the scale-
converted differential and absolute isotopic CO2 ratios IYi and IIYi (i.e. of S/D  and S ); respectively (i = J and K).  Similarly 
IIIy1, IIIy2 and IIIy3 refer to the estimates of 13/12C, 17/16O and 18/16O abundance ratios IIIY1, IIIY2 and IIIY3 (i.e. of E1, E2 and E3); and y1, 
y2 and y3 are the estimates of desired differential ratios Y1, Y2 and Y3 (i.e. of: S/Dδ1, S/Dδ2 and S/Dδ3); respectively. The pre-superscripts 
“n” and “e” are used to simply distinguish between method-specific estimates of any specified output-variable, cf. the text.] 
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